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Symbols  

Unless otherwise stated, the following symbolism will be used tbs4)ueee, 

r 	geocyntric radius 

h 	altitude above the Earth's surface 

0 	true anomaly 

eccentric anomaly 

a 	semi  -major  axis of the orbit 

eccentricity of the orbit 

inertial velocity of the satellite 

orbital period 

N number of revolution 

g gravitational constant (= GM) 

reciprocal of scale-height 	. 

H scale-height 

atmospheric density 

. time 

C
D 	

drag coefficient 

Earth's flattening 

Slibscripts:  

o 	initial value 

perigee value (or PE)' 

end of life value 

equatorial value (Earth) 

A 	atmospheric value 



SATELLITE ORBIT DECAY AND LIFETIME PREDICTION 

A LITERATURE SURVEY 

INTRODUCTION  

In the past two decades, as the number of satellites in 

terrestrial orbit increased, scientistics were concerned with a new 

(sometimes dangerous) situation: satellite suffered orbit contraction 

and Eventually, re-entered the atmosphere. Very often, complete desinte-

gration occurs but there remains a small but non-negligible probability 

of aircraft hazard or ground impact (0A-2). This report will gather the 

various means of predicting orbit decay that have been developed  for 

 bounded, near-earth orbits (perigee altitude below 600 km), assuming an 

uncontrolled satellite. A survey of the different mathematical modelling 

of orbit perturbations is also included. 

1. ORBITAL PERTURBATIONS 

In the simplest possible situation, the Earth and the orbiting 

satellite are considered as being point mass interacting in vacuo without 

any other celestial body nearby. It is well known that the resulting 

orbit is a conic section, lying in a fixed plane with respect to the 

attracting body inertial frame. Since negative total energy is considered 

here, the orbit is an ellipse (or a circle, as a particular case of the 

ellipse. The unusual case of 'a  rectilinear orbit is excluded.). Orbital 

elements (a,e,i,t0,11,0) or any (rectangular, spherical, etc) coordinates 

completely describe the state of the satellite in its trajectory. 

• In our "real world", non-symmetric finite masses, other physical 

bodies (atmosphere, sun, moon, charged particles) and electromagnetic 

fields perturb the orbit which then differs from an ellipse. 

These alterations to the nominal ellipse may be classified 

• into two classes: 

a) Environmental Perturbations 

b) Particular Perturbations 



Environmental perturbations are those perturbations caused 

by the physical bodies exterior to, and surrounding the satellite. 

They are usually function of the spatial position. Table I giyeH thg 

main environmental perturbations affecting earth satellite. 

TABLE I: ENVIRONMENTAL PERTURBATIONS 

a) Solar wind and radiation pressure 

b) Earth's magnetic field 

c) Magnetohydrodynamical drag (LP-7) 

d) Meteoroids impacts 

e) Relativistic effects 

Luni-Solar attractions 

g) 	Non-symmetric mass distribution of the  barth 

• h) 	Atmospheric drag. 

Solar wind and radiation pressure (LP-38, LP-13) have their 

greatest importance on high altitude satellite with large area-to-mass 

ratio. Since we are dealing with near-earth satellite (and the majority 

of the satellites launched so far are "compact" in nature) these pertur-

bations may be neglected compared to air drag. Similarly, the influence 

of earth's magnetic field and that of the ionospheric charged particles 

are neglected in nearly all the papers since the order of magnitude 

involved is very small. Of course, relativistic effects are excluded 

for the same reason. Unless a large meteoroid hits the satellite, 

ending its life on the spot, small meteoroids impacts are most of the 

time neglected. Furthermore, since we are considering perturbations 

that can lead to orbit decay, the above mentioned disturbances to 

satellite trajectory are clearly useless for our purposes and are thus 

discarded. 

The most important factor that must be considered here is 

obviously the atmospheric drag. This perturbation leads to decreasing 

value in orbit eccentricity and semi-major axis. This may end the life 

of the satellite (LP-13). Atmospheric rotation causes the orbital 

inclination to ihcrease and periodic oscillations inll while atmospheric 



• 

• 

oblateness alters the argument of perigee (LP-13). It has been shown 

(LP-52) that the diurnal  bulge may alter the lifetime of a satellite for 

•4% (circular, 200 km,-high orbit) and up to 20% (at 500 km), It has • 

been suggested (LP-45) that unpredicted solar activity causes the upper 

• atmospheric density to alter the orbit of Skylab in such a metier that 

.itSIS re-entry into the atmosphere is now expected . 3 yearS earlier than 
, 	• 

it was first predicted. In (LP-22), an analysis of in-track and out-

of-plane dispersions caused by drag is given. 

Even if luni-solar attractions and the non-spherical mass 

distribution alone may not lead to orbit decay and re-entry, their effect. 

combined to that of the air drag may be substantial.Coupling between 

Earth oblateness and drag is discussed in (LP-28). Luni-solar attraction 

causes periodic radial perturbations (LP-17) and, for orbits with 

e < 0.25 (LP-13), it may induce perturbations in  perigee height, Where 

the effect of drag is the highest. All orbital elements, except a, àre 

affected by luni-solar attractions and their perturbations are usually 

small and periodic. However, high-eccentricity orbits are subjected 

to large oscillations in eccentricity (LP-13). 

Hecause of the importance of the position of the perigee (Where 

drag is usually the highest), its precession induced by the moon and, to 

a lesser extent, by the sun represents the major factor to be considered 

in this third-body perturbation problem. 

This precession (proportional to a,e, and cosi) (LP-47), may 

be up to 0.18 0 per  year (Vanguard I) and thus, may be important for a 

long-life satellite. 

The non-symmetric mass distribution of the Earth brings large 

secular variations inn  and ta) and small periodic perturbations in e, 

!Land 4J (LP-13). The perigee height is also affected by J
3 
harmonics. 

Clearly, drag forces are likely to'increase as the radial 

distance of the satellite decreases (some exceptions occur when the 

satellite velocity decreases faster than  the increase in density, see 

LP-13 and Breakwell, J.V. (1962). Astronautical  Sel.  Rev. 4,21) because 

density increases. Therefore perigee height becomes a very important 

parameter. Actually, the importance of luni-solar attractions and 

geopotential perturbations cemes from the fact that, in some  cases,  

they can displace the perigee in some critical regions where the density 
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is higher (e.g. diurnal bulge) and decay rates in orbital elements 

would then increase. 

Particular  perturbations are  those which depend on the 

particular spacecraft concerned. They alter the effects that the 

environmental perturbations may have on the satellite motion. They 

are related to the physical aspect and the properties of the given 

satellite. Table II gives the most important parameters causing 

these particular perturbations. 

TABLE II: PARTICULAR PERTURBATIONS 

a) Finite satellite dimensions and non-symmetrical 

mass distribution 

b) Non-symmetrical shape of the satellite 

c) Large area-to-mass ratio 

d) Variable mass 

e) Ablation and break-up of the satellite. 

• 

The finiée dimensions of a satellite and its non-symmetrical 

mass distribution bring about the problem oc the attitude determination 

of an uncontrolled object in a decaying orbit. In this case, variable 

cross-sectional area (SP-3, SP-6), variable drag coefficient (SP-4) 

and gravity-gradients  may lead to large trajectory dispersions. Along . 

the same line of ideas, non-symmetrical shape may - generate lift and 

increase dispersion,: A third instance, which may be thought of as a 

• Tarticular . case of the first one, occurs for balloon-type satellites 

• which are more strongly affected by solar radiation pressure (LP-17). 

In this case, -(LP-53),  radiation pressure may be of the order of drag 

deceleration. 

• Decay rates may be increased when mass is lost as time goes 

on, since the drag force has then a greater effect. Variable mass of 

satellites may be caused by boiling-off dpropellant (LP-5. 2), rupture 

of appendage due to meteoroid impacts, etc. Finally, the severe 

temperature conditions experienced by a re-entering satellite may 

cause loss of mass by ablation and break up (0A-2) is always a probable 

outcome. The dynamics of the airflow around the satellite and the 



chemical reactions involved need thus to be analyzed in some detail. 

since it is known that temperature differences and Mach numbers greatly 

affect CD (SP-1, SP-2, SP-5). Errors in prediction are directly 

proportional to uncettainty in CD:  the evaluation of CD  and A is 

thus critical (LP-52). 

Although some discussion on satellite properties variations 

are included in this survey, most of the papers in the literature 

consider the satellite as a point mass with constant physical para- 

meters and being large enough to experience atmospheric drag. Therefore, 

this survey will7mainly deal with the three important environmental 

perturbations: airdrag, non-spherical mass distribution of the Earth 

•and luni-solar attraction. Obviously this choice is pertinent: environ-

mental disturbances may be analyzed in with general expressions while 

particular perturbations are dependent on the given satellite. 

The following analysis will have three parts. First, a survey 

of the different mathematical models expressing the above mentioned 

perturbations will be discussed along with their conformity with the 

"real world". Then, a survey of the various analytical expressions for 

predicting orbit decay and lifetime will be included. Tt 19 worth 

noting that "analytical expressions" here exclude other methods like 

numerical integration of a particular orbit trajectory and satellite 

tracking. Finally, a general assessment of the state-of-the-art will 

be given, along with the weakness and the usefulness of the theories 

so far developed. 

2. PERTURBATION MODELLING  

Proper consideration of perturbing forces implies adequate 

mathematical modelling of the actual phenomenon in question. This 

rather challenging task has been carried out to some degree of success 

and it is the purpose of this section to bring into light the contri-

bution of a few theorists. 

a) Dr92_22.1..al- 

It is known that, due to the non-symmetric distribution of 

the Earth's mass, its potential field is not strictly of a 1/r - form. 

In general, the potential is written_in terms of Legendre polynomials 

(P 
m
): 



( r) = 

ct") 

2. el. I 	r 
P 	(s'm 0) cos 

(m) ( )h 	(k, ) (2.2) 

— 	 (LE) Ph (s n 
Yt 1  a 	r  ( Ix) (2.3) 

n 
(r) =C>M4 +72 (C1 	 Cos W\ 4. S I\  Sn )  ry) P,, (s 

hi% 	 (2:1) 
r 	r 	1,11;o 

• 
where dependence on longitude (?%) and latitude (0) is shown. C

nm 
and 

S
nm 

are the cosine and sine gravitational coefficients. Other forms 

are sometimes ueed, for instance (LP-12): 

00 n 	(0) (1.1 	(siv, 0) + 
hz2_ 

• 

where J
n
, J

n
(m) and ), 

n
(m) are constants, specific to the Earth's 

potential. 

The evaluation of the spherical (J ) and sectorial harmonics 

(J
n
(m) ) has been done by many (King-Hele, Cook and Rees, (1963), 

Geophys. J. 8, 119; Newton, Hopfield and Kline, (1961), Nature, London 

190, 617; Kosai, Smithsonian Inst. Astrophys. Observatory, SpecIal 

Rept. 72 (1961 )).  

The dependence of the earth potential on longitude is usually 

neglected since the order of magnitude of this influence is largely 

smaller than the influence of drag. Then, the geopotential takes the 

following form: 

• 
The spherical harmonics J

n 
represent the slight variation of 

the Earth's mass from spherical symmetry. The first term in the infinite 

series (J
2
) is the one that takes into account the oblate mass distribution 

of the Earth; J
3 

stands for its "pear-shape", etc (LP-13). 

From the values obtained by King-Hele, Cook and Rees, it is 

clear that; 
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(IV% 

Jg 
o, o 3 	-Fo r 	fl 3 (2.4) 

( r ) 	Gil 	+ 
(2.5) 

• and consequently, spherical harmonics of order greater than 2 are 

usually neglected and the most common geopotential model encounterd 

•in this survey considers the oblateness of the Earth only: 

The effect of Earth's oblateness on the motion of satellite 

is a very well understood problem (LP-4, LP-33, LP-6, LP-28, LP-35, 

LP-36). For a more detailed analysis of geopotential perturbations 

• of orbit eccentricity, Kosai (ref. 11 and 12 in LP-4), Croopnick 

(LP-34) and Guttman (LP-12) present good analysis. 

• b) Luni-Solar Attraction 
SOME 

The tidal forces cause oscillations in pourcc orbital 

elements as well as precession of the orbital plane. Obviously, the 

greater the distance of the trajectory from the earth centre, the 

greater these attractions. The resulting perturbations are significant 

only for eccentricity larger than approximately 0.5. 

A simple approach to this problem considers the sun and 

the moon as rings of matter around the Earth (LP-47), having the same 

total mass. Then, average torques on the orbit may be calculated 

by the gyroscopic theory and precession rates are obtained. Here, 

the precession.rate must be small compared to the rotation of the 

disturbing bodies around the Earth. 

A more complicated, but more accurate technique consists 

in including into the equations of motion the various attracting forces 

exerted by the Sun and the Moon (LP-38, LP-37). 

Very often, however, theories deal with low eccentricity 

orbits and consequently, luni-solar perturbations are excluded. 

-7- 



-I_ C o  A vAz  b 	2.  = velocity of air 

relative to,the 

satellite) 

(2.6) 

and it follows that the drag deceleration is: 

d D  A) p vAz 
(2.7) 

c) Atmospheric Drag  

The atmospheric drag represents the most difficult orbital 

perturbation to model because it depends on many parameters whose propelies 

and variations are usually known to a very poor accuracy. 

Various mathematical forms representing the air drag force 

exist (LP-18, LP-44) but the more widely used is the following: 

• 

• 
where A is the cross-section area of the satellite. A is often called 

the projected area or the effective area of the satellite and represents 

the equivalent area normal to the flow. For simplicity in the equation, 

A is usually assumed to be constant and equal to some reference area 

= Aref.) appropriate to the satellite size. Then, C
D 

takes into 

account the changes in effective area so that the following is verified. 

Fo  
(2.8) 

11-A2-  A 	• feç 

It is not an easy task to determine CD' 
 especially in orbital 

conditions. The evaluation of the density f) is an even more complicated 

task. Furthermore, since the Earth's atmosphere is not stationary, 

the proper value of VA  in equation 2.7 is usually different from the 

satellite's velocity and discrepancies must be considered. 

The following sections will describe various approaches to 

the evaluation of these three parameters; density (p), relative velocity 

(v
A

) and drag coefficient (C
D
). 

-8- 



• entities: 

( E s) (2.9) 

is detailed here. 4 110-  Ip+dp 
dh 	

'P 

-9- 

i) Density  

In general, the density is dependent on the following 

The'symbols used in 2.9 are described here: 

h = altitude above Earth's surface 

E = Earth's figure and rotation 

S = Sun's radiations 

These dependences will be evaluated separately. 

Dependence on Altitude  

Due to the attraction of the Earth, it is obvious that the 

density of the atmosphere will vary with altitude in a more or less 

predictable fashion. However, when changes in altitude are small for 

a particular analysis, the density may be considered constant (LP-22). 

In order to improve this approach, 1st order approximation may be 

obtained by assuming the atmospheric density constant and then, using 

the principle of variation of parameters,p may then be allowed to vary 

with altitude (LP-20). 

A simple evaluation of the density as a function of altitude 

/ 	 7  / / 
E 

Consider a vertical cylinder of fixed cross-section area A 

and the atmosphere as a perfect gas and isothermal. Then: 

(2.10) PV= km 

• 

Or P = kp 	 (2.11) 



(2.13) 

The difference in pressure between level (D and level (D is 

the pressure catised by the infinitesimal weight of the air inside the 

volume element Adh. Then, 

dp _ weied 	_  (pAcWs  
Areo 	A (2.12) 

where g is assumed constant (9.8 m/sec
2
) for the range of altitudes 

where atmospheric density is non-negligible, Using 2.11, we have: 

c\P 	_ 9 clb 

which yields the exponential model of the variation of density with 

altitude: 	 • 

- Pi (1144) 	
_e(r-ro) 

? 	P° 	
or  n-pc, e (2.14) 

• 
where/3 , p .  and r

o 
are matching  coefficients,(2 being the reciprocal 

of the "scale-height". This derivation is in its simplest form. 

However, more detailed derivations yield the same result (Eq. 2.14) 

but with a different value  for!.  

• 	 Using standard atmosphere models (like ARDC, CIRA, Jacchia) 

the constant H, 0 and r
o 
may .be selected so that equation 2.14 fits o 

the experimental curve. Occasionally, the atmosphere is broken up 

in say, n layers. Within each of these layers, the matching coefficients 

are fiâed and the i
th 
 set of coefficients apply as long as the satellite 

. 
is in this particular i 

th 
 layer. The "layer technique" brings a greater . 

conformity to the real atmosphere at the expense of numerical clumsiness. 

Therefore, the exponential model of density variation is largely used 

without this "layer technique" (LP-5, LP-6, LP-19, LP-43, LP-28, LP-31, 

LP-13, LP-14, LP-l5, .LP-16 and many others). King-Ileac (LP-13) avoided 

this technique by considering variations in the coefficient H with 

respect to altitude. In the COSPAR International Reference Atmosphere 

(ref: Kallmann-Bijl, et al., CIRA 1961, Amsterdam: North-Holland).  it 

is shown that the variation of H with altitude is approximately linear: 

-10- 



+ (r-ro)  	ex \-3 
(2.15) 

p 	— re'  

o  r (2.16) 

k rn 	4e\. 
dH/dr = 0.1. From 37  1-a-ns. at h = 200 Lan, H increases to 60 km at 

h = 400 km (LP-13). 

However, varying scale-height complicates matters since H 

appears in the exponential term. King-Hele avoided this complex 

situation by assuming the form: 

where 'o' denotes reference (usually perigee) values and b and H
o 

are 

constant over one orbital revolution, but Ho  is of the form 

H = H
initial 	

0.1 (r-r.
nitial)' 

This approach gives relatively good 

results for altitude variation of density in a spherical atmosphere. 

It must be noted that equations 2.14 and 2.15 are quite useful when 

differential equations incleiding p must be integrated: they lead to 
the Bessel functions of imaginary argument, as shown by King-Hele 

(LP-13). 

Apart from the exponential model, there exists another 

law which is currently used in orbit analyses. It gives good fits of 

the real variation in air density with altitude and can also be employed 

under a "layer technique" form. It is called the "power-law" model 

of the form: 

fv( = constant to be determined. 

Due to the assumptions made in deriving the exponential 

law (Michielson, ref. 2 in LP-18), equation 2.14 is strictly valid 

for low altitudes whereas the power-law model is accurate over a wider 

range of altitude. According to Billik (12-18), comparisons between 

2.14 and 2.16 favour this last model. A table of 'Y1 vs. altitude is 

given in (LP-18). 

Introducing the altitude h = r-r F  into 2.16 one gets: 

-11- 



or 

\'1)1•  \i ll  — f)0 0  = constant (2.17) 

.0( 
r Po ro --- constant (2.18) 

P 	Po nr\ 	y-0  - rE  
hi 	) 	° 

Equation 2.17 is similar to the atmosphere model used by 

Egorov  (LP-1). He used: 

where 

= constant 
P/cip) 

Finally, as a particular case of the power-law model, the 

atmospheric density may take the form: 

G7r) 

where k = 2m/AC
D 

and>1,Cr are matching coefficients. Equation 2.19 has 

the advantage of being very simple and easy to handle in mathematical 

manipulations. However, its accuracy is acceptable in very small range 

so that the "layer-technique" has to be used for some realistic 

prediction. 

As a lost comment to this sub-section, it must be pointed 

out that any theory that gives lifetime as a function of an integral 

of the form: 

f 
	

Ç (r) 	f "f(r)  d 
ro  

(where f is any function of the radius r) is bound to be quite acceptable 

since integral 2.20 can be tabulated using experimental data and 

consequently, the modelling inaccuracies introduced by Equations 2.14, 

2.16 or 2.19 are avoided. 

2.19) 

(2.20) 

-12 



E 	Y‘P  

298,25 (2.21) 

• 

-13- 

Dependence on Earthf . s  Figure. and Rotation  

Apart from altering the value of VA  in equation 2.7 

(discussed in sub-section ii on velocity), the atmospheric rotation, 

induced by the Earth's rotation, has the effect of "displacing" 

local density icofiles in a west-to-east direction. This rotation 

causes the "diurnal bulge" to lag some 30
o 

behind the sub-solar 

point (see Sun's radiations effects). 

The geometrical shape of the Earth is not spherical 

but, at the firSt approximation, oblate with flattening 'V 

where p stands for polar value. 

Since the air density is dependent on the altitude above 

the Earth's surface, according to the preceding section, it follows 

that on a sphere around the Earth, the density is greater at the 

equatorial plane than at the poles since altitudes would be larger 

at the latter region. Assuming the atmospheric flattening to be the 

same as that of the Earth, the radial distance cr from the Earth's 
consicini- 

centre to the oblate spheroid of  con-tact density can be written in 

the form (LP-13): 

5.1,12 	o Cf') 6 -= 

(2.22) 

• (FE  = equatorial radius of the oblate spheroid 

0 = geocentric latitude 

, 
According to King-Hele, the 0(1-2  ) term contributes to less 

than 0.03 km, and can be neglected. Including this radial distance. in 

an atmospheric model would then take into account the oblate figure of 

the atmosphere. 



defined as (LP-24): 

Pto Po 1 Ps 
2.1-rr 

0 (2.23) 

Another means of getting around this problem is to introduce 

in the equations a correcting factor F A°  for atmospheric oblateness 

where 

po  = density model for oblate atm 

ps  = density model for spherical atm. 

This factor is mainly useful for circular orbits in which case 

it takes the form: 

- 

AO - 

where 

+ 3 KViç) - 15 K 3b88 + 

rEîii-1 2 1 
1-1 

(2.24) 

H = scale-height 

I = orbital inclination. 

However, the constant density spheroid introduced by King-

Hele seems to be the most adequate procedure in dealing with the 

oblateness influence. It is consequently widely used (LP-3, LP-4, 

for instance). 

Dependence on the Sun (Heating & Radiation) 

King-Hele (LP-13) gives a very complete outline of the main 

effects of the Sun's activity upon atmospheric densiry, which become 

non-negligible at height above 180 km. A brief summary of these 

influences is shown in Table III. 

-14- 



TABLE III: 	SOLAR INFLUENCES ON DENSITY  

• CAUSE 	 EFFECT  

Diurnal heating 	Diurnal bulge, winds (AP.72 6) 

Axial rotation of the Sun 	Periodic (27 days) variations in /3.  

Elliptic trajectory of the 

Earth around the Sun and 

Inclination of the Earth's 

orbit• to the plane of the 

Suni s equator 

Semi-annual density variations 

(AP-10). 

Sun's activity, number 	Large (10-11 year) variations in p . 
of sunspots 	 (LP-52) 

Flares, unknown (LP-13,LP-40) 	Unpredicted variations in F. 
(LP-13, LP40) 

Each of these effects will be roughly described now. 

DIURNAL BULGE (AP-6, AP-19, AP-26) 

The constant heating of the atmosphere by the sun causes 

the former to expand in a big hump on the sunlit side of the Earth. 

This "diurnal bulge", as it is often referred to, may be as high as 

100 km at 500 klm.altitude (LP-13) and causes the densities to be 

different as one leaves the dark side of the earth toward the sunlit 

side on a constant altitude trajectory. This effect becomes appreciable 

at heights above 250 km. For average solar activity, the ratio 

f = on  on the constant altitude surface may reach the factor of 

8 (LP-13). Due to the rotation of the atmosphere the bulge is not 

situated directly below the sun's position but lags about 25 to 300 

(LP-52). Therefore, the maximum air density at a given altitude occurs 

around 14h. local time. The declination of the bulge centre,however, 

is  the  same as that of the sun. 

-15- 



P 	(z )  

The diurnal bulge has small effects on high eccentricity 

orbits but it  must  be considered for all near-earth satellite with 

e <0.2. 

Jacchia (in LP-52) gave an empirical equation expressing 

the variation of the atmospheric density due to the diurnal bulge: 

o.o05.5Z 

i 0.19(e 	 co5 6' 
2. 

(2.25) 

po (z) = altitude dependence of p 

= altitude 

= angular distance from the bulge. 

Equation (2.25) supposes symmetry about the Earth-bulge 

centreline. Comparison of 2.25 to the 1959 ARDC atmospheric model 

(LP-52) 'shows that.it is in relatively good agreement with actual 

densities for the range 117 km<z<700 km. For z 117 km, the factor 
0.0055z 

(e 	-1.9) equal zero and below this value of z, the heating 

effects of the sun is distributed .on both dark and sunlit sides of 

the Earth. The diurnal bulge effect is then.  absent. 

A more theoretical approach was made by Cook and King-Hele 

(LP-16). TheY assumed a sinusoidal variation of the density with 

angular displacement from the bulge centre. Including the altitude 

variation, they proposed: 

(i+Fcos 0)exp —(t- -ro)/1-1 (2.26) 

where F and H are constant at the first approximation and 0 denotes 

the angular distance from the bulge centre. F was taken as: 

î 
+I 

IAA-lere 	 ortY 

p i.);G t-tr 
(2.27) 
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m 	Prnin  

p rnax 4-  i) 	n 
(2.28) 

e == • rap — rPE  

rAP 	rPE (2.29) 

From 2.27, F may be thought of as the eccentricity of the 

ellipse obtained by the intersection of a plane (containing the 

Earth-bulge centreline) and the constant diurnal density surface. 

fact, F can be written: 

which is similar to the eccentricity of the orbit of a satellite 

where: 

It is quite reasonable, as King -Hele and Cook put it (LP-16), 

to conclude that the importance of the diurnal bulge effect grows with 

the ration F/Z where Z is directly proportional to the orbit 

eccentricity. Like Eq. 2.25, 2.26 assumes the horizontal cross-section 

of the bulge to be circular. It is known, however, that the diurnal 

bulge does not show such a symmetry and its variation with latitude 

has been shown to be larger than it was expected a few years ago 

(AP-28). 

A second-order approximation (LP-16) could be as follows: 

4 

p 1,8 cos 

2 (2.30) 

which giveS a better fit than 2.26. However, mathematical simplicity 

is lost. Therefore, equation 2.26 gives an acceptable expression 

which takes consideration of the bulge While keeping the complexity of 

mathematical manipulations to a. minimum.. Thus; its use is widely spread 

(LP-10, LP-4, LP-3). Dairy variations in the solar radiations also 

induces variations in winds above 200 km (AP-26). These are usually 

neglected. 
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ROTATION OF THE SUN  

Experimental data on the orbital acceleration of artificial 

Earth satellites showed periodic oscillations in their motion. The 

period was roughly 27 days and it was then assumed that the cause was 

the Sun's rotation (LP-26). As explained in (LP-13), particular 

sources on the  Sun's surface reappear every 27 days (the period of 

rotation of the Sun with respect to the Earth). These particular 

. sources affect the atmospheric densities so that satellite orbits are 

perturbed. 

This 27-day recurrence of solar activity is not exact and 

is fallible (LP-13) and thus no mathematical modelling of this phenomenon 

ls discussed. 

SEMI-ANNUAL CHANGES  

• 
The semi-annual variations of the atmospheric density 

correspond to two superimposed effects (LP-13). First, the variable 

distance from the Earth to the Sun (maximum in July) causes low 

densities in early July (LP-13). Second, the inclination of the 

Earth's orbit (7 0 ) to the plane of the Sun's equator . induces increasing 

density every 6 months, when the Earth crosses this plane. For a more 

detailed analysis, the reader is referred to Cook (AP-10). This variation 

is usually ignored for short term predictions. For longterm predictions, 

average value of the density over one year are used. 

SUNSPOTS NUMBER 

• 

Sunspots, which show periodic fluctuations in their number,. 

are known to have a major influence on the density of the atmosphere 

(AP-6, LP-52, LP-13). The ratio of densities during high solar activity 

to those of low activity can be quite high; up to 100 at 600 km 

altitude (LP-13). The variation in predicted lifetime may be affected 

by -60% to 150% (LP-52) of the nominal value. However, the period of 

this activity is 10 to 11 years. Short term predictions are usually 

not affected. 
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The degree of the activity of the Sun and the number 

of sunspots are very difficult to predict and scientists must rely.on 

past cycles and extrapolate these data to get an acceptable prediction 

of aolar activity. Even then, large inaccuracies are still present 

and sometimes, they lead to drastic and unexpected orhit contraction 

(LP-45). 

Finally for long-term predictions,•graphical methods 

proved to be quite acceptable in dealing wi.th  the 11-year variations 

of density (LP-49, LP-52). 

SPORADIC VARIATIONS  

Even if all the above parameters influencing•density were 

• taken into account, unpredicted density variations occur daily and 

• locally around the Earth's sphere. These are mainly due to ephemeral 
13 

solar disturbances (LP-3 --i-) and solar flares (LP-40). These variations 

are usually smaller than 10% but•may sometimes reach large values 

when.large flares occur (LP-13). These spotdic variations are the 

most unpredictable fluctuations in air density and, at the same time, 

the ones that may lead to the largest trajectory dispersions. 

Obviously, a deterministic approach to this problem is n Vain, and one 

must then rely on a stochastic approach (LP-50). 

As a concluding remark to this section on atmospheric 

models, one must be aware of the fact that, the best model to the 

atmosphere that can be obtained by combining such expressions as 

Ekis. 15; 16, 22 and 26 still contain non-negligible discrepancies 

but ;  what is more important, it becomes in some cases iargely'inaccurate 

when unpredictable random fluctuations of the density occur. it must 

then be kept in mind that any conclusion on the probable life duration 

'of a satellite has inherent in it, a probable large degree of in- 

accuracy. While the orbit determination theory is very well developed .Ve\e 

analysis including the random behaviour of density profiles can be 

obtained from the current literature. 
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mean 
= 1.27 + 0.18 (2.32) 

• ii) Velocity  

The upper-atmosphere of the Earth is not stationary but 

rotates at about the same angular velocity as the Earth (AP-21-, 

AP-4, AP-22, AP-26). Let us  define the ratio: 

\Ain 	 (2.31) 
• 

W
A 

= angular velocity of the atmosphere 

W
E 

= angular velocity of the Earth. 

The numerical value of_A_ can be determined by orbit analysis, 

(see AP-4, AP-22, AP-26, AP-29, LP-10, LP-13; AP-21) since the 

rotational motion of the atmosphere causes the orbit inclination 

and the right ascension of the node to vary. It can be shown (LP-10, 

LP-13) that Ai andArlare directly proportional to_/\.. 

King-Hele and Scott, in (AP-22), obtained a mean value 

for 

for height near 200 km to 300 km. This corresponds to an average 

west-to-east wind of about 100 m/sec in mid-latitudes. However, Â. 
as a slight dependence on altitude, as shown by King-Hele, Scott 

and Walker (AP-4)., Their results  are in Table IV. 

TABLE IV: VALUES OFA  

_AL 	Height (km) 

1.1 	200 

1.25 	250 

1.4 	350 

with standard deviation ranging between 0.05 (200 km) and 0.1 (350 

km), (see the Table in AP-4). 
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ro  VOn 

-  rPO 	A C OS i 
(2.34) 

Due to the importance of the  effect of a rotational 

atmosphere (AP-21, AP-29, LP-10), LP-13), it is then required to 

inçlude the proper value of  VA  in Eq. 2.7. The most expeditive way 

of considering this prIblem has been worked out by King-Hele 

.(12-13). Assuming the path of the satellite to be horizontal (at 

perigee) when the air  rotation has its influence, he showed . that 

the inclusion ,,of a factor F in the drag equation 2.7 approximate 

the effect of rotation:  

1 
aD  = - 7. Vv

2 
 FCDA 	(2.33) 

where v is now the satellite velocity and F is a constant 

F is usually in the interval [0.9, 1,1] . 

Obviously, a more general approach would include the 

actual velocity of the spacecraft relative to the ambient air in 

Eq. 2.7. In this case, the problem becomes greatly complicated 

since  VA  depends on the orientation of the velocity vector  of the  

satellite with respect to the west-to-east direction of the atmos7 

 pheric'winds. 

Sporadic winds may also influence the trajectory dis- . 
perSion in high altitudes. At low altitudes, the velocity of the 

theV 
satellite is large compared to these winds and Amay thus be neglected. 

iii) Coefficient of Drag CD_  

A rigorous mathematical approach to the evaluation of 

the drag coefficient is probably the most complicated task Involved 

in orbit determination theory. Probably due to the fact that C' 
D 

depends on so many parameters, few theoretical determination of C 
. 	D 

exists while a lot of experimental work has been done. Our poor 

knowledge of the actual surface interaction taking place is another 
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reason explaining this relative ,ignorance of analytical expressions 

for C
D' 

Unfortunately, the evaluation of a proper drag coefficient 

can not be left aside. Flow conditions experienced by a deçayipe 

*satellite vary greatly when it goes - from a sustained orbit to re-

entry, causing fluctuations in C
D ' 

Between 120 km and 160 km, the 

mean free path.of the air molecules may vary by a factor of 25 and, 

depending on the dimensions of the satellite and other parametersi 

. the conditions may be that of a free-molecular flow or transition 

("slip") flow (LP-13). CD  is consequently affected. Variations in 

the drag coefficient lead to large dispersions in the trajectory 

of a satellite.(LP-28, SP-4). Comparisons of solutions with variable 

and constant drag coefficients show (SP-4) this importance. For 

stabilized spacecraft C
D 
may vary by a factor of 5 or 6 (LP-52), 

which is carried out in the orbital lifetime predictions. 

In the general case, the coefficient of drag depends on 

the  following: 

-The properties of the surrounding medium (temperature, 

density, chemical properties and composition, velocity 

.of the particles). 

-The nature of the interaction between the surface of 

the body and the medium. 

-The chemical composition of the body, its surface 

lattice structure. 

-The shape, the dimension and the attitude motion of 

the body. 

-The velocity of the medium relative to the body. 

The properties of the surrounding medium, espectially 

its flow conditions, greatly affects C
D 

(SP-1, SP-2, SP-5). These 

properties have their importance when one studies the nature of the 

interaction between the medium and the body. The mechanism of 

this interaction is the grey area in the analysis. Two extremes 
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(2.35) 

(2.36) 

(2.37) 

where 

or limiting cases are specified (LP-52)': 

- Specular reflection or mirror-like reflection 

where only the normal linear momentum is altered and 

an impulsion normal to sthe  surface of the body is 

transmitted. 

- Diffuse reflection in which case the incident particle 

is absorbed by the surface and transfers all of its 

momentum to the body. After a period of time (usually 

unknown), the particle is re-emitted in a direction 

completely independent of the incident direction with 

a velocity proportional to the temperature of the 

surface it is leaving. We then speak of the 

"accomodation" of the incident particle to the surface 

of the body. 

Although the exact definition of the interaction is practi-

cally unknown, it is recognized that something like a mixture of both 

cases is occurring. In other words, we usually have partial accomo-

dation. As stated above, the work involved in this area is mainly 

experimental and empirical. Three parameters are usually used in this 

empirical approach (LP-52). These are: 

- Thermal or energy accomodation  coefficient (09 

- Normal (+7') and tangential (e) momentum 

accomodation coefficients. 

They are defined as: 
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E = energy of the particles 

P = normal momentum of the particles relative to 

the surface 

. tangential momentum of the particles rel. to 

the surface 

= incident particles 

r = re-emitted particles (actual value) . 

W = re-emitted particles (value when equilibrium with 

the body surface is reached). 

In air, experimental work (LP-52) shows that the accomodation 

coefficient is very close to unity but for other gas mixtures, it may 

• be as low as 0.1. A large degree of uncertainty exists. Ladner 

and Ragsdale (LP-52) give graphs of the value of C
D 
with the uncertainty 

range: 

1 . 0 

0.85 < CT< 1.0 

O  

In the same graphs, the dependence of C
D 

on altitude is 

also shown. 

The importance of the chemical composition of the body and 

the nature of its lattice structure is also stressed in Ladner and 

. Ragsdale's paper. 	• 

The dimensions and the shape of a satellite influences the 

drag coefficient as well. As an example (LP-13), a satellite lm. 

long at a given altitude in free molecular flow may find itself in 

transition flow conditions wbere its dimensions increased to 50m. 

With constant reference area 
Aref' 

the attitude motion of the 

satellite will present different  'cross-sectional area to the incident 

flow and C
D 
will vary accordingly (SP-3, SP-6). 
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Finally, the velocity range greatly affects the drag 

coefficient as shown in (SP-l), (SP-2), (SP-5). A mathematical 

- .form used by Hunziker (SP-4) is the following: 

v
s 

CD  = CD  .+ K (2.38) 

C
Do 

= constant 

K = parameter (matching coefficient) 

v
s 

= air thermal speed 

V = satellite speed. 

Apart from Ladner and Ragsdale, other analytical approaches 

to the determination of C
D 

are given (Cook (LP-8), Nocilla (LP-42)). 

along with values of C
D 

for different shapes. They all explain our 

poor knowledge of the actual surface interaction mechanism. Williams 

shows how to consider the attitude motion of a satellite in determining•

C
D 

(SP-3, SP-6). The basic steps are: 

a) Find (experimentally) the curve of C
D 

vs. 

the angle of attach « 

b) Fit this curve with a series of the form: 

C D  (0ç) 	E b. cosd « 
j=  O j  

(2.39) 

c) Knowing the attitude history of the satellite ; 

 find « as a function of the orbital elements 

d) Find
D
) 

' 
the averaged value of  CD(c)  over 

one complete revOlution of the satellite. 

Although ‹C
D 

represents a very acceptable value to 

be used in the equations, this method supposes some geometrical 

'Mt 
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symmetry and the knowledge of the attitude of the spacecraft as time 

goes on. The first assumption is very often verified while the 

second, in our case, is invalid: our starting assumption was the 

consideration of uncontrolled satellites. However, this may represent 

a simplification, rather than an unsolvable problem, since most of 

the uncontroleled satellites would tumble at a constant rate about 

the axis of largest moment of inertia. An average of the two extreme 

cases should then be acceptable. This averaging technique is valid 

for most of the satellites launched so far (see LP-13 for exception,  

like Tiros). For lumbling satellites, the reference area, A
ref 

is 

usually taken as the total area divided by 4 (LP-52). 

The best method of evaluation of CD remains the experimental 

technqiues. In this case, different values of CD  are obtained for 

different conditions. However, for shapes like cylinders, spheres, 

and . cones (which roughly represent the possible shapes of most of the 

satellite), the normally accepted values gathered in the literature 

are quite the same: 

Shamberg: CD  = 2.5 + 20% 	(Ref. 12 in LP-52) 

King-Hele: C
D 
= 2.2 + 5% 	(LP-13) 

Cook: 	C
D 

= 2.12 (average, for Sputnik 3) (LP-8) 

The mathematical modelling of the drag coefficient is 

still at an early 'stage of development and a lot of research has still 

to be done in this area. Fortunately, in our case, apart from some 

odd cases, the fluctuations in the averaged value of the coefficient 

of drag for a tumbling satellite are usually small for the conditions 

encountered in a decaying orbit. Variations in <CD)need not be 

included in first order  approximations. In any case, an extremély 

precise value of CD  is useless when the density may vary by a factor 

of IO% in an unpredicted way. 
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3. .ANALYTICAL APPROACHES - A SURVEY 

We are no  w well prepared to consider the various ways of 

predicting the orbit contraction and lifetime of Earth satellites. 

However, a short discussion on the main "mathematical tools" utiilized 
oh 

by theorists bust be first inserted here. A few words &till the various 

"analytical approaches" will also be included to present the 

outline of this section. 

MATHEMATICAL '"TOOLS"  

Obviously, the equations Of motion for a satellite subject 

to air drag and gravitational perturbations have no closed-form 

exact solution. Only approximate expressions can be obtained at the 

expense of accuracy and/or range of application. This brings  about 

the necessity of some  mathematical simpWng manipulations in order 

to'get an approximate closed-form expression of the solution. It 

is the purpose of this sub-section to present the most common tools 

encountered in this survey. 

It is important, at this point, to repeat the fact that the 

discussion of tracking and numerical integration of a particular orbit 

are not included here. However, graphical methods of predicting 

lifetime are part of this report, even if they require some complicated 

numerical analysis. The -differance between graphical methods and 

numerical integration of a particular orbit lies in the fact that the 

fornAre applicable to any satellite (which make them similar to 

analYtical closed-form expressions) whereas, the latter is used for a 

particular satellite under given conditions and must be repeated for 

any other orbit. Furthermore, orbit integration by numerical analysis 

represents a tedious, and costly way of predicting lifetimes. 

The following represent the various analytical tools used 

by most of the theorists. 

i) Neglect of small order terms 

ii) Orbital averaging 

iii) Asymptotic expansion in nonlinear mechanics 

iv) Perturbation (variational) solutions 
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Variation of parameters. 

The first of éhis short list is the most widely. used. In 

fact, terms in en , n> 2 for small eccentricity orbits are usually 

neglected (LP-13); for near-circular orbits, v
2 

is usually taken as 

Pir (LP-46); quantities like p, à, e, etc. are often•assumed constant 

over a small interval of time (usually the period T) (LP-13, LP-20, 

LP-1) and so ôn. Orbital averaging techniques (MA-3, MA-6) give the 

mean motion of a satellite and, by their Very nature, fail to giVe 

oscillations within orbital reVolutions (LP-13, LP-3, IP-4). The 

averaging technqiues is also known as the K-B mèthod (Kryloff and 

- BOgoluiboff). The asymptotic Method is an extension of the K-B 

method by Bogluiboff and Mitropolsky. It is a powerful tool 

especially shaped for celestial mechanics problems (Ref. 9, of 

LP-31). Zee used it in many papers (LP-33, LP-5, LP-6, LP-37, LP-38) 

. and Brofman used a modified version of it (LP-31). This method gives 

good'ist order approximation expressions. Linearization about a 

reference solution can also give acceptable solutions  for a small • 	• 

range of applicability (LP-20), and so is the variation of parameters 

technqiue. An unusual technique, by Morduchen and Volpe (LP-27) could 

be called a "reversed process": instead of using an atmospheric 

model and solving the equations .of motion in order to get the tra-

jectory, they supposed a trajectory and, by mathematical manipulations, 

they derived an expression for the required atmospheric model that would 

result in their "trial trajectory". This technique has the advantage 

of giving exact solutions but the atmospheric models obtained may not 

• fit the actual atmospheric conditions. Some trajectories gave rela-

tively good models. 

ANALYTICAL APPROACHES  

Theories developed  in the  literature survey tend to 

approach the orbital decay prediction in three dirfurent wayn, 

according to their "analytical approach"* to the problem. For clarity 

. in the upcoming discussion, the following three classes will be 

analyzed separately: 
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a). Osculating Orbital Elements APproach 

. b) Spatial Curve Approach 

c) Graphical Approach. 

(a) Osculating Orbital Elements Approach  

This method is based on the Lagrange Planetary equations 

which give the rate of variation in the orbital elements of an orbit 

due to the perturbing forces acting on the satellite. The minimum 

time interval considered is the orbital period T, within which, all 

fluctuations in the orbital elements are, assumed to be very small. 

Ideally, changes of the orbital elements are obtained by integration 

of these equations, when the proper perturbation models has been 

inserted first. The lifetime (from now on denoted by t
L

) is usually 

taken as any one of the f011owing conditions: 

Condition (a)  Time required for e to be zero. 

Condition(b) Time required for r .(r where r
c 

is a 
P c 

critical perigee radius (120-150 km or r
E

) 

Condition(p) Time required for T to be e-J87 min. (equivalent 

to a
L

,--, 6510 km, (LP-13)). 

Condition (a) is. mainly used  for  elliptic orbits and (c) 

for  circular orbits.. Condition (b) may be used in either case. 

It can be seen from these conditions that Aa ande as 

function of - time t (or number of revolutions N) are important to be 

known. From àa and de, Ar andAT can be obtained and conditions 

* In the following sections of this report, "techniques" or "tools" 

will refer to any mathematical manipulations used in simplifying the 

equations,(i) to (v) - above. "Approach" will refer to any one of the 

three above mentioned classes (a,b and c) and "methods" will refer to: 

tracking, numerical integration (of a particular orbit) and analytical 

methods. Clearly, the three classes of approach just mentioned 

.constitute this last method. 
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-1- a co• - sin el= k {i +  e c (e u)1 
(3.1) 

(a, b or c)  are  applied for lifetime prediction. The orbital elements 

a and e are the tWo variables that are directly affected by air drag: 

fr6M this fact comes their importance. Other elements (1,6), i) vary 

at slower rates and are also affected by gravitational perturbations, 

In many theories, they are assumed as constant and only planar con-

siderations of the, orbit decay follows. 

The various theories developed on the grounds of this 

analytical approach will now follOw. The logical sequence used goes 

from the simplest case to the more conform theory to actual conditions. 

The simplest case in treating decaying orbits assumes a 

stationary, spherically symmetric atmosphere with exponential density 

distribution  (equation 2.14) and a simple 1/r potential field. Luni-

solar perturbations are excluded. 

For small eccentricities, Parkyn (LP-43) obtained the 	- c • 

average rates of change for a, e and r
e 

and showed that when e 

5 or 6 hours were left in the satellite lifetime. His approach gave 

an upper limit for the lifetime which may include up to 25% error. 

For intermediate eccentricities (when p(apogee) 	0 and 

p(APOGEE) p(PERIGEE), Newton (LP-23) used the simple'atmospheric 

model.given by Eq. 2.19. Through variation of parameters, he fitted 

an ellipse to the decaying orbit and derived the equations for e, a, 

and 6, describing this ellipse which has the form: 

h. 
where  k, 'a and b are functions of» ,e , 	and è

u 
where h

u 
represents 

the angular momentum for the unperturbed ellipse and e
u 

its 

eccentricity. The atmospheric mi-nhing coefficients, e andX (Eq. 2.19), 

are also included in a, b and k. Holding allIquantities constant 
de 

except e, he;rived the rate of change of the eccentricity, the ,semi- 

major axis and the argument of perigee of the ellipse that best fits 

the decaying orbit: 
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Here, 	C D A re  F (3.4) 

dnidG 	- 2_, Kcr  

e [)\ ci (1-  
(3.2) 

d to/ d e = - [(2 e ) ( 	„a  ) 2, cr] 	kiz ip 	a /e 

This derivation is useful because of its simplicity. 

The decaying trajectory is well defined. However, the atmospheric 

model is too simple to be realistic for long-range predictions. 

It also shows that the decay in the semi-major axis is proportional 

to the density at the average altitude (a) rather than at perigee 

attitude. In fact, neglecting e
2 

terms in the first of 3.2 yields: 

do/de -  2 Q2  (>‘ (ria) z - 0 2  ?(c1) 
(3.3) 

Still in this simple situation where the atmospheric 

.density is spherically symmetric and exponentially decreasing with 

a l/r - potential field, King-Hele did a tremendous work (LP-13) 

in his book: "Theory of Satellite Orbits in an Atmosphere". The 

basic steps in this book are: 

i) Use equations farda/dt and de/dt (from Lagrange) 

ii) Express them as da/dE and de/dE, functions of 

iii) Define x = ae and find dx/dE 

iv) Incorporate the density model p 
v) Integrate over one revolution and get La, Lx. 

vi) Compute r = rp (e), T = T(e), e = e(t), t
L 

= t
L
(e) 

and then r = r (t), T = T(t),  t  = T(t), t
L 

= t
L
(1) 

where F is given by 2.34. 

Different mathematical tools were used for different 

situations: 

i) 	Normal e and  312X<30 (i.e., e)0.02): Phase 1 
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ii) Normal e and 0 </3-x < 3 (i.e. , e <0.02) Phase 2 

iii) Circular orbits 

iv) High eccentricity orbits: 0.2 < ê <0.9* 

'Normal e refers to eccentricity smaller than 0.2. 

For normal e, terms in e
n
, n> 2 or 3 are usually discarded. 

— 
Phase 1 allows one to use the  asympto  tic expansion in the Bessel . 

functions of imaginary argument but they must be kept unchanged in 

Phase 2. For high eccentricity orbit, a new variable is defined and 

other low order terms are neglected. 

Initially, all lifetimes are defined as the tLme taken for 

e to drop to zero (condition (a) for lifetime definition) except for 

circular orbits where  condition  (c) is used. Then, corrections are 

brought. In Phase 2, condition (a) implies an infinite drep in 

perigee height and consequently, condition (b) makes more sense, with 

3 120 km-150 km or, equivalently, when e = 0.1 e. In Phase 1, 

t is thé time required for Phase 2 to be reached plus the lifetimes 

in Phase 2. For high-eccentricity orbits,  tL  is the time required 

for Phase 2 to be reached plus the lifetimes in Phase 2 and 

Phase 1. 

Atmospheric oblateness is shown as an important perturbing 

factor for small eccentricity orbits in some particular orientations. 

High - eccentricity orbits are virtually not affected. 

Variable Scale heishts complicate the theory but some 

rules have been derived by King-Hele to simplify the expressions. The 

expected lifetime is very altered when e>0.02. Subtraction of a 

constant coefficient can given an approximate lifetime in this case. 

When  e < 0 . 02 ,  King-Hele derived the "constànt-H" formula where the 

value of H is evaluated at a height kH above or below perigee and 

.this constant H value is substituted into the lifetime expressions 

* Here, e < 0,9 allows the analyst to neglect luni-solar perturbations. 
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derived Éfer in the constant -H theory. The parameter k takes different 

value for different situations. 

Finally, an analysis of the variation in the orbital 

elements-a, i and (.,3 due to air drag and atmospheric rotation is 

included. 

Thé varioUs results are included in Talbes IV, V and VI. 

The nice advantage in King-Hele's work is  the  independence 

of his expressions upon day-to-day and yearly density variations. 

Indeed, since t
L 

and T are both affected by the value gp 	c„« re  F fp,den ) 
PO 

expressing  tL  as function of t brings cancellation of this erroneous 

factor. The same thing occurs when a, r and T are expressed as 

functions of eccentricity. However, eccentricity vs. time is 

dependent on &pm •  For long-lived satellites,the accuracy of this 

theory is not better than 10%, as King-Hele himself claims it is.  For 

 shott. term prediction, these eqUations furnish a very good estimate 

of the probable lifetime. However, assuming a lit-potential field 

may occasionally lead to large discrepancies as pointed out by :Santora 

(LP-4). Secular variations in 11 and i and oscillations inGdinduced by 

the geopotential have been known to have a great influence on the 

magnitude of air drag. Furthermore, for light ballôon type satellites, 

King-Hele's theory needs refinement as suggested by Jupp (LP-7). .As 

a last remark, King-Hele's theory is quite acceptable when lifetime 

predictions are concerned but actual trajectory description are' not 

obtained with great accuracy, mainly due to:the fact that the 

Osculating Orbital Elements Approach neglect oscillations occurring 

within one orbital period. 

Later Cook and King-Hele extended this theory to include 

the . diurnal bulge (LP-16) according to Eq. 2 ..26. The degree of 

severity  of the  day-to-night effect is shown to be.proportional 

to F/Z, where F is given by 2.28 and . Z = ae/H. 

The changes in orbital inclination of a satellite due to a 

rotating atmosphere including day-to-night variations in air density 

has been analyzed by King-Hele and Walker (LP-10) where resonances. 

conditions are  also treated. It is demonstrated that Ai/AT is directly 

proportional to-A-(Eq. 2.31) and (sin i) (LP-10), 
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Initial Eccentricity 	 Total Lifetime  

=0  

au S 

where 

exp - b) (c) 10 kYA. 

TABLE Di: SPHERICAL ATMOSPHERE  (King-Hele) 
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So far, gravitational pertubations have not been includee 

in the above theories. Santora (LP-3) attacked the problem. In his 

paper, he first found out the decay rates in T, e and W for an oblate, 

rotating atmosphere including the diurnal density effects (using 

Eqs. 2.14, 2.22, 2.26 and 2.34). Auxiliary equations are derived 

to take into apcount the gravitational perturbations in perigee height 

and perigee argument and also, for the proper selection of the scale-

height H when diurnal effects are considerable. A new scale-height 

equation, applicable to diurnal density, follows the same variation 

as the density and is due to Santora: 

H = H
o 
+ S cos0 

where 

H 	+11 
max min  

H
o 

= 
2 	

- 
AVERAGE 

(H(H 	-Hi) 
= 	

max min  
S  

H + H . 
max min 

0 = 	angular displacement from the bulge centre. 

A modified Jacchia 1967 atmosphere model is used and, 

like King-Heie's work, this theory is valid for e < 0.2. The "kH" 
(or constant-H) theory due to King-Hele is shown to be inadequate when 

oblatèness and bulge effects are combined. 

Santora has thus succeeded in combining many perturbing 

forces together in a single mathematical development. A partiéular 

case to this unified theory (from . Santora again) cOnsiders near 

circular orbits (LP-4). This special case is treated separately because 

of some particular effects (like the short term gravitattonal pertur-

bations and the different density profile involved). An exponential, 

• oblate and diurnal atmosphere model and a (7,0) gravity field are 

assumed. 
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Santora's work represents one of the most realistic 

approches to the determination of the actual trajectory of a decaying 

satellite in the Osculating Orbital Elements Approach. His equatinno 

can be directly used in orbital.lifetime predictions. Comparison 

With numerically integrated trajectory showed 2% discrepancy with 

his equations ,taking the 1150
th 

of the computer time needed in 

numerical integration. 

Zee (LP-6, LP-33) produced a "borderline" case in which he 

derived the equations of a spatial curve in spherical coordinates 

and thén, "translated" his results in terms of orbital elements. 

Strictly speaking; the Osculating Orbital Elements Approach was not 

used and these papers will be discussed in the next section. 

Finally, Lubowe (LP-28) contributed to the advancement 

of the theory by showing the importance of oblateness - drag cOupling 

0
2
D càupling) in the orbit prediction of a satellite and thus, the .. 

influence of tesseral harmonics are shown to be important in any 

realistic approach to our problem. 

(b) Spatial Curve Approach  

Contrarily to the Osculating Orbital Elements Approach, 

the Spatial Curve Approach supposes approximations applied directly 

to the.equations of motion, rather than to the Lagrange's equations. 

Therefore, spatial curves representing the trajectory of the Satellite 

are obtained. They usually have the form: 

r 	r(t) 

r = r(e), 	0(t) 

or 	r = r(e), e = e(G) 

So nie papers consider planar motion only and the complexity 

of the theory increases when 3-dimensional motion is anlayzed. 

Assuring a spherically symmetrical atmosphere model, 

where density varies according to Eq.2.18, Egorov derived the time 
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required for an orbit to decay from an initial radius, r
o 
down to 

a radius r. ihe velocity of the satellite is assumed circular at 

all times and the geopotential follows the simple 1/r model. He 

obtained 

A 	A 

 r 
01„ 

e 	721-   

1/2.) 

where 

(1.5) 

t = non-dimensional time = \bm./r0 3  

r non-dimensional radius = r/r
o 

B=C  A 1  ro /m 

= defined in Eq. 2.18 

Equation 3.5 gives a reliable approximation if the orbit 

satisfies particular conditions like: 

- trajectory always nearly circular, 

- bulge effects negligible (bulge line perpendicular to 

the orbital plane), 

- small altitude variations, 

- short-term predictions. 

The "layer-technique" can somewhat improve the reliability 

of Eq. 3.5. In any case, due to the great number of approximations, 

it is not very close to the real situation but its simplicity makes 

it a useful estimate when raw predictions are needed for particular 

orbits. 

Back in a spherically symmetrical and exponentially 

varying model, Zee (LP-5), using the techniques of the variation 

of parameters, obtained the equation of an ellipse in which e and 

h (angular momentum) are functions of the true anomaly: 
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_C 	i cos (0 + 'K2) 

h 	h2-  
(3.6) 

(K„ K,, c are constants) 

where h decreases with time (ore). The first term represents the 

mean motion. The second term represents the oscillation about the 

mean path with an amplifying coefficient, 1/K1h. Equation 3.6 shows 

that even an initially circular orbit does not strictly remain 

circular and that oscillations about the mean path increase as time 

goes on, This theory is valid for low eccentricity orbits'and asymp-

totic expansions approximations (Boguluiboff, Mitropolsky) are used. 

Extending this theory, Zee (LP-6) later considered the oblateness 

in the mass distribution of the Earth. Using similar techniques, 

a spatial curve is obtained for initially small eccentricity orbits. 

A similar theory is also given in (LP-33) in which case, low radial 

thrust is the pertur ing force. 

A very detailed analysis of the decay of nearly circular 

orbits is due to Brofman (LP-31). 

The perturbing forces are very simplfied: spherical 

Earth, spherical and stationary atmosphere, exponential density decay 

and planar motion only are considered. However, the mathematical 

tool used (modified Mitropolsky) deserve mentioning this work, the 

solution obtained is of the form 

rt 

o 

where r
n 

is the n
_th 

order solution to the planar equations of 

mtbion. Both mean and oscillatory trajectories are shown in this 

solution. 

Variational equations are used by Perkins (LP-20) to 

demonstrate that air drag makes the satellite spiralling with a 

sinusoidal modulation: 

h r 	K (-1 - sir) 	(e,, -_--. (3.8) 



Pc' 
K (3.10) 

o 

P 

(3.11) 
I - e 

	

71:   119  
L 	1- n1/ K 

71 _ ( 
h0 J (3.12) 

where 

V t/r 
o 	o 

K = g
E 
(Co A)  n o r 

F 	° 

For initially,elliptic trajectory, he obtained: 

r 	 V, 	 bh (sin 	cost)-+ 

(Sr 	siv1 2 . 7f- ) 	(Sih 	sivt3i4) f 
2 	32-1. 	3 	(3.9) 

(A, a, b, c, d, f = constants) 

Here, the orbital lifetime of circular satellites is 

presented in the form 

w = weight 

This expression is very useful since the integral can 

be obtained graphically, if no atmosphere model is judged pertinent. 

However, if exponential density is assumed, 3.10 reduces to: 

w 
and for the power la  ra model (re) 
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Because the eXponential modeLis not valid over the whole 

atmospheric range (with(= 1/H = constant), Perkins used 3,12 for 

an approximate lifetime expression( 	0) 1 

The periodic oscillations in the altitude of a satellite 

under drag conditions, as derived in the above theories, was also 

demonstrated by Karrenberg, et al: 

where 

GPK = ratio of applied-to-gravitational acceleration 

r S = arc length traversed by the satellite. 

From these two equations, in-track and out-of-plane 

dispersion expressions due to uncertainties in the mean atmospheric 

density are derived. 

In-track angular displacement 

- 	c,/, S
z 	

lc< 	- cos S) - pa 	-- 
a 

In-track displacement d: 

(3.16) 

Cross-track displacement y: 
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where 	is the angle between inertial and relative (to Earth) 

velocities of the satellite. In this treatment, spherical Earth, 

spherical and stationary atmosphere and l/r field are assumed. The 

density is consideted constant in the range for which dispegslops 

are measured. This constitutes. its major weakness. 

Finally, the reader is referred to (LP-46) for an 

interesting drscussion of the so-called "satellite-paradox" where 

it is shown that the effect of drag on a satellite affects its motion 

as if the drag force were reversed and were accelerating the satellite. 

c) Graphical Approach 

Graphical approaches usually provide a series of graphs 

obtained by numerical analysis. Each graph may contain many curves 

(one for each value of C
D
A/m, for instance). Sometimes, tables are 

added when correction factors are needed. A combination of graphs 

may also be given in which, an iterative process determines the 

predicted lifetime of a satellite. 

Vlasov (LP-49) used such a combination of graphs: one • 

for constant t
I, 

lines, one for constant eccentricity lines, one 

for constant 0- = C A/mc,  lines and one that takes into account the 
D ' 

yearly variations of the mean atmospheric density due to the sunspot 

cycle. Exponential atmosphere model is used and no gravitational 

perturbations are included. 

• A very extensive wOrk has been done by Ladner and Ragsdale 

(LP-52). Their graphs were constructed-through numerical integration 

(Runge-Kutta and Simpson's Rule) of the modified Sterne's equations 
4 

(similar to Lagrange's but for perigee height only). The modifications 

comprise variable mass and variable drag coefficient due to attitude 

stabilization. Although the theory is mainly applicable to circular 

orbits only, the effect of various parameters (0,  CD,  change in mass, 

etc) are discussed in terms of their influence on the nominal lifetime 

when all theses variations are neglected). 

First the influence of the diurnal bulge on lifetime is 



where 

• assessed. The bulge is modelled according to Jacchia's empirical 

formula (Eq. 2.25). It is shown that maximum lifetime occurs when • 

'the bulge line (from Earth's centre to bulge centre) is perpendieder 

to the orbital plane and minimum lifetime occurs when this line is 

in the orbital plane (maximum drag conditions). The maximum percent 

,loss in lifegme due to diurnal effects ranges from 4% (200 km) to 

20% (500 km) for a circular orbit. The influence on solar activity 

(10-11 year cycle) is also analyzed and uncertainty ih the prediction 

of p 	may lead to + 150% and -60% uncertainty in lifetime 
'mean 

predictions. However, because the authors assumed a. fixed geometry 

• (fixed orbital plane and fixed Sun) , the predictions obtained are 

good for Short periods of time only ( (  1 week). 

A detailed analysis of the drag coefficient is given and 

the effect of mass loss (due to boiloff of propellant) on lifetime 

is assessed. Uncontrolled and'attitude-stablized spacecraft (both 

earth-fixed and space-fimd) are considered. The final result is 

given here: 

(3.18) 

_ A ( vdr. 

t* = nominal lifetime (given in a graph) 

,à (11 yr) = variations due to the solar cycle in density 

L (BULGE) = variations due to the diurnal bulge 

(var.mass)= variations due to mass loss 

U = uncertainty due to C
D 

and solar flare. 

All variations, A(11 yr.), à (BULGE) and à(var.mass) are 

given in graphs as percent loss of lifetime. Therefore, reading 4 

graphs and adding a few numbers give the estimated lifetime. 
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STATE-OF-THE-ART  

be rema 

As a final note to this quick literature survey, it can 

d that the geàeral behaviour of a satellite, subject to 

the three environmental perturbations defined earlier, has been very 

well analyzed. The complexity of the equations increases rapidly 

as the number of perturbing forces and their degree of sophistication 

in representing the "real world" increase. However, unpredictable 

variations in some parameters make any high degree of refinement 

somewhat useless. 

Short-term predictions can be obtained with an acceptable 

degree of uncertainty. Unless scientists discover some deterministic 

equations expressing the variations in the Sun's activity and its 

influence on the atmospheric density, long-term prediction will 

always be given with a large degree of uncertainty. 

Finally, the-reader is referred to (LP-19) and (LP-20) for 

another appreciation of the available theories dealing with satellite 

lifetime. 

4. DISCUSSION 

This section will compare the three analytical approaches 

described in Section 3. Then, a comparison of the analytical method 

with the tracking and the numerical integration methods will be 

given. A possible scheme for actually predicting the time of re-entry 

of a satellite is also given. 

(a) The Three Analytical Approaches  

The Osculating Orbital Elements Approach is very well suited 

to lifetime predictions, The equations expressing the estimated 

lifetime are usually simple (King-He le) and easy to evaluate. Their 

accuracy, given the sporadic behaviour of the density, is very 

acceptable. However, the equations are valid for sustained orbits 

only (where the orbital elements can still have some meaning) where 

the variations within each revolution must be small (according to. the 

basic assumptions of the method). Consequently, upon re-entry, 
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this approach, technically, cease to be valid. But as long as 

lifetime prediction is concerned, this is not a major drawback: 

normal  re-entry time is of the order of a few minutes (0A-2, 0A-4) 

and thus, Would not affect the estimated lifetime. However, the 

prediCted trajectory would have no meaning during re-éntry. Even 

during sustained orbits, the Orbital Elements Approach gives 

average value for every period and fails to give the oscillatory 

motion depicted in (LP-5), (LP-20), (LP-31) and others. Those 

oscillations imply diffetent density profiles and the trajectory 

predicted by this approach may be quite different from the actual. 

This is why the theorists using this approach give at the most, 

the evolution of the perigee height but no expressions on the 

motion of the satellite on its orbit. Overall, because of its 

• relative mathematical simplicity, this method remains very useful, 

as far as lifetime prediction goes. 

The weakness of the Osculating Orbital Elements Approach 

is not present in the Spatial Curve method. The mean trajectory ' 

of the  satellite, along with its oscillations about this mean path 

are given in three-dimensional cOordinates (in the more general case) 

•by this approach. Therefore, it is a powerful approach and lifetime 

predictien as well as position estimation can be made as accurate as 

the density of the atmosphere permits. It is also (technically) 

valid.  for both sustained orbit and re-entry trajectory. Since the 

• actual motion of the satellite is described in this method, the 

density profiles encountered are more realistic than in the previous 

approach. The main drawback to this method is its mathematical 

complexity and the awful task of -getting the time as the independent 

variable. Generally, it is not possible to obtain the position 

variable b as an explicit function of thé time. Parametric equations 

are usually given. Consequently, closed-form equations (like Tables 

IV, V and VI) for the lifetime cannot be obtained. 

Finally, graphical techniques give the easiest lifetime 

evaluations: it can be done without any computations. Obviously, 

the trade-ir is the accuracy. Furthermore, the graphs cannot represent 

all the possible cases and consequently, a satellite may have some 

parameter. such that its numerical value is between two constant-

lines on the graph. This ieads to further errors in reading the 	• 

graph. Also-, even if lifetime estimates are readily obtained, one 

must not forget that the graphs represent long and costly computer work. 
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As a concluding remark to this comparison, one can get 

an easy rough estimate of the lifetime through graphical techniques. 

If a better estimate is required (with a few percent error) the Orbj,till 

Elements Approach is the answer. At the expense of mathematical 

simplicity, the estimates that are likely to be'the best are those 

given by the Spatial Curve Approach though some computer usage may 

be needed. 

(b) Analytic vs. Other Methods  

A brief comparison between analytical methods and 

other methodS is now presented. 

I)  Analytical Methods 

These methods, described in this report, were seen to 

give easy and relatively accurate estimates of the lifetime. However, 

long-term predictions tend to be meaningless. For the more sophisti-

cated theories, computer assistance may be needed but there are 

lifetime equations that can be very easily evaluated. They are 

general by their very nature and can be applied to any satellite with 

great success. 

ii) Tracking Methods  

• 	Tracking is a very poerful method in estimating the 

actual position of a satellite. The actual .  density profiles and the 

effective coefficient of drag can be inferred from observations. 

. Short-term predictions can be obtained by computer analysis of the 

data obtained by this method. However, uncertainties in•the equipment, 

in the location of the station and the restricted number  of  stations 

are the major problems associated with this method. Furthermore, 

since it is not possible to keep track of the trajectory of all the 

satellites (it would be too expensive and rather useless), the 

. application of this method must be restricted to selected satellites 

only. 
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iii) Numerical Inteuration of  a Particular Orbit  

Computer integration implies the substitution of the 

algebraic variables (C
D' Aref 	

ro , m )A., etc) by their numerical 
' Po' 

value before any analysis can be done. Consequently, the results 

obtained are very specific and they only apply for the particular 

satellite chosen and the particular conditions existing. When life-

time estimates are required, the integrations of the trajectory 

over the entire life of the satellite involves long computing time 

and this method becomes very expensive. Depending on the particular 

software,  it may take up to 6 hours for a 1900 - revolution lifetime 

(Zee). However, the trajectory obtained is quite accurate, so is 

the lifetime. In one particular case (LP-2), the difference between 

computed and actual time of entry were so close that the error 

represented less than 1% of the remaining lifetime at the time of 

the estimation., 

(c) On the Use of the  Various Methods 

From.the above considerations, it makes sense to use these 

methods in the fellowing sequence. • 

First ,  the analytic method can be used to obtain a rough 

estiMate of the lifetime . Since it would be too expensive and useless 

to integrate the trajectory of the satellite by computer means, the 

analytic approximation would tell the analyst when to start the 

numerical integration. 

Near the end of the satellite life, computer integration 

may be used. Due to the proximity ,of the re-entry, more exact 

evaluations are needed. The computing time involved would be far 

less than the reentry duration simulated. 

Finally, tracking .eould be'used as a complement to estimate 

the actual density profiles and the effective drag coefficient 

invelved. • The state of the satellite would be used in both analytic 

and numerical methods (where initial conditions are needed). For 
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instance, in the early stage the tracking method can provide the value 

of T which, once substituted in King-Hele's equations yields the 

analytical estimation of the total lifetime. At the final stage, 

the effective values of C
D 

and density could be inserted in the 

numerical anaiysis for a more accurate prediction. 

CONCLUSION 

The various ways of modelling the impotant perturbing 

forces acting on a satellite under drag deceleration have been 

 reviewed. Many satisfactory expressions were derived but many other 

perturbations remain unmodelled, mainly because of the unpredictable 

nature of the parameters on which they depend. 

Some equations, expressing the lifetimes of a satellite, 

were taken from the existing literaiure and discussed. While short 

term predictions can be relatively accurate, long term estimations 

showed larged uncertainty because of the sporadic behaviour of 

the atmospheric densitY. 

In conclusion, the best theory (including the more 

exact models in its equations) will always have inherent in its 

results a certain degree of uncertainty, by its determiniStic 

nature. In consideration of the problems caused by density and drag 

coefficient estimation ;  the theorist must change his attitude. 

Instead of asking: what is the lifetime?, he must ask himself: 

• how accurately can it be predicted? 
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